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 Postcolonial (in) securities, the BJP
 and the politics of Hindutva:
 broadening the security paradigm
 between the realist and anti-nuclear!
 peace groups in India

 RUNA DAS

 ABSTRACT Using the realist and neo-realist theoretical approaches to Inter-
 national Relations, this article will highlight the tensions between the realist and
 the anti-nuclear/peace movements in India, identify the different perspectives
 existing within the two groups, and the rationale behind them. Extending the
 realist and the neo-realist approaches, the article will also analyse how certain
 postcolonial (in)securities perceived by the current Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
 government of India, expressed through Hindutva, has further aggravated the
 tensions between the realist and the anti-nuclear/peace groups. The article
 suggests that these groups should broaden their interpretation of India's security
 paradigm and reconfigure the traditional concept of India's national interest
 along more sustainable lines. Through discursive analysis of the Indian media
 and journalistic reports, the article will highlight the contradictory viewpoints
 and nuances involved in the debates between the realist and anti-nuclear move-
 ments and will analyse, expose and link their diverse standpoints to substantiate
 the logic necessitating the redefinition of India's security paradigm. It is
 suggested that such a redefinition will enable India to view security beyond its
 traditionally conceived military domain to one also encompassing non-military
 domains, thereby contributing towards the stability of India's national and,
 subsequently, South Asian regional, security.

 This study represents an analytical hybrid of the critical constructivist approach
 as its theoretical framework and the concept of postcolonial (in)security to
 provide an interpretation of politics to re-read the role of ideology in defining
 security in International Relations (IR). In doing so, the study recognises that
 conventional IR theories, namely realism and neo-realism, have been and
 continue to be the dominant theoretical approaches to the study of security in IR.
 Further, conventional IR has also addressed the role of ideology in the discipline.
 Nonetheless, it is argued in this article that the foundational ontology of these
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 approaches in defining ideology have produced interpretations confined largely
 within the parameters of the Western academy, thus revealing their epistemo-
 logical inability to read ideology from a more critical angle. Seen from this
 perspective, this article finds the critical constructivist approach, although not
 given mainstream status in the discipline of IR, pragmatic in appraising the role of
 ideology through interpretive lenses-an aspect undermined or unable to be
 undertaken by the ontological foundations of conventional IR.

 In doing this, the article takes the contemporary nuclear security problematic in
 India as its case study. It utilises the realist and neo-realist approaches to IR to
 highlight the tensions between the realist and the anti-nuclear/peace groups of
 India's domestic politics, identifies the differing perspectives existing between
 them, and the rationale behind their differing perspectives.' Subsequently, it
 appends the realist and neo-realist approaches with critical constructivist and
 postcolonial (in)security perspectives to analyse how certain post-colonial
 (in)securities/'imaginaries' (re)constructed by the current Bharatiya Janata Party
 (BJP) government of India, supported by the nationalist ideology of Hindutva,
 have further aggravated the tensions between the two groups.2 In making this
 claim, I accept that states use ideological manipulation to get support for their
 policies, and that the Indian government does it as well. In fact, the Indian
 nationalist ideology has historically played an important role in justifying the
 country's nuclear policies vis-a-vis the dominant nuclear powers in the inter-
 national system and under very secular governments. Further, in analysing the
 ongoing nuclear security problematic in India, it is important to take the world as
 it is. Thus, the article accepts the realist claim that India has historically faced
 and continues to face 'real' geostrategic threats. In this context, India's decision
 to acquire a nuclear weapons capacity for national security reasons, which in fact
 was achieved in 1974 under the Congress government, is nothing new. It is also
 not unusual that states will pursue nuclear weapons for their national security
 (although it is highly questionable whether nuclear weapons may serve as the
 best guarantor of security). The article will therefore not address this aspect of
 the debate.

 The phenomenon that this article seeks to highlight in the contemporary
 nuclear security dilemma of India is how these 'real' geostrategic threats to the
 country are perpetuated by the Indian Right along communal lines-by re-
 constructing certain forms of post-colonial (in)securities through a discursive
 legitimisation of Islam and Pakistan as a demonic 'Other' to the supposedly
 Hindu India. Thus, what is new and unusual in the context of India is
 'how' under the Indian Right, threats to national security are 'calculated'. From a
 critical/constructivist angle, this article will highlight those 'unobservable'
 factors, namely the role of ideology, expressed in this case as Hindutva, that may
 underpin contemporary India's national security policy-a more intrinsic variable
 unable to be comprehended by the structural parameters of conventional IR.

 Realism, neo-realism and postcolonial (in)securities: explaining security as
 'real' geostrategic threats or (re)constructed postcolonial 'imaginaries'?

 The realist school in international relations, as represented in the works of the
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 classical realists like Thucydides, Machiavelli, Hobbes, and the more contempo-
 rary ones like Morgenthau and EH Carr, stand for a pattern of political thought
 where real politics is defined in terms of military power. Thus classical realism
 upholds, as its main signpost, the concept of national interest defined as power,
 where international relations must necessarily be power relations. An assumption
 of classical realism is that in an anarchical realm of international relations
 recourse to self-help to protect a state's national interest is the most pragmatic
 strategy to be followed by nation-states. Thucydides' analysis of the
 Peloponnesian war,3 Machiavelli's emphasis on international politics marked by a
 clash of interests,4 and Hobbes' conception of an anarchical state of nature5-
 whereby power to ensure order must be vested in the state-place these scholars
 in the realist paradigm. A more contemporary realist, Morgenthau, argues for 'the
 most judicious and efficacious use of power to protect a state's national interest' .6
 According to Morgenthau:

 since international politics is a process in which national interests are accommodated
 or resolved on the basis of diplomacy or war ... maintaining national interest and
 power through military strength should become the ultimate objective of nations
 seeking to survive in an anarchical world of realpolitik.7

 Apart from realism, neo-realism has also been a prominent and influential
 approach in understanding international relations since the late 1950s. The
 founding father of neo-realism, Waltz, took issue with many of the tenets of
 classical realism and sought to modify the school. Acknowledging that man, state
 and the international system were all important in understanding international
 relations, Waltz tried to enrich realism conceptually by focusing on the inter-
 national system as the unit of analysis, one which shapes and is also shaped by
 state behaviour. Thus for the neo-realists, power, unlike for the classical realists,
 was not an end in itself but rather the means to reach that end, ie security.
 Similarly, the international system, despite its anarchical nature, was perceived
 by the neo-realists as rendering some degree of stability in international relations
 through the balance of power system.8 Nonetheless, as Robert Gilpin writes 'the
 final arbitrator of things political is power'.9 The absence of any international
 sovereign to provide order and arbitrate disputes forces states to rely on them-
 selves, the logic that Waltz refers to as self-help. This compels states to build up
 their own state power, worry about the power of other states, and define their
 interests in terms of power. Attempts to increase one's own power can threaten
 other states, which are forced to keep pace, thus reducing security all around the
 globe. Thus conventional iR has focused on a state-centric, power-orientated, and
 militaristic discourse of security. With its focus on power, politics, and anarchy as
 fixed, conventional IR reads the role of ideology narrowly, as manifested in the
 concepts of state, national interest, nation and nationalism.

 Unlike the conventional analyses of security, which begin with the assumption
 that insecurity is 'given' in IR, the critical constructivists claim that
 all insecurities are culturally produced.10 They see insecurity and discourses
 on insecurity as 'representations of danger'."1 Critical constructivists assume
 that:

 insecurity is itself the process of identity construction in which the Self and the
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 Other, or multiple Others, are constituted.... Identities then, are always contingent
 and relational and they are 'performatively' constituted.'2

 Operating within a framework of meanings, assumptions and distinctive social
 identities, the representation of the Other, their identities and what constitutes
 (in)security 'scapes/imaginaries are left open to the dynamics of interpretation,
 whereby relations of identity may be produced, enforced and reified in a
 conflictual manner. This means that 'while certain social identities and practices
 are only possible and only make sense within the security imaginary, the security
 imaginary itself is reproduced through continued performance of those

 practices'."
 Analysis of post-colonial (in)security perspectives, which has been evident

 recently among South Asian security scholars such as Krishna, basically
 subscribe to the critical constructivist's concept of insecurity as 'representations
 of danger'. Nonetheless, these scholars investigate more forcefully than the
 critical constructivists how a postcolonial ideology on the part of the postcolonial
 leaders, driven by technological modernity or the ideology of building a unified
 nation-state, necessitates the construction of an 'Other' as a stereotypical danger.
 Giving a postcolonial interpretation of India's 1998 nuclear detonation, Abraham
 suggests that the term postcolonial may be understood as a specific 'chrono-
 logical condition' in a postcolonial state's quest for modernity. He claims that
 after independence a state does not automatically become a postcolonial state.
 Rather, for him, postcolonial is seen as a 'specific moment of a global condition
 of modernity where, like any modern moment, the post-colonial modern is
 marked by a particular experience of time ... a desire for progress ... that drives
 the state action in an endless search for development and modernity'.'4 Certain
 dialectical events, occurring simultaneously and re-enforcing each other, become
 evident in this move towards modernity. First, the desire to build a modernist
 nationhood based on singular conceptions of sovereignty and national identity.
 Second, constructing certain postcolonial imageries that might constitute a threat
 to any postcolonial nation's 'pulverised' and 'uniform' sense of national identity.
 Finally, upholding the necessity of technological modernity to defend the post-
 colonial nation from any potential or constructed (in)security.

 Critical to the concept of postcolonial (in)security is the concept of post-
 colonial anxiety. Krishna defines postcolonial anxiety as an ideological drive on
 the part of postcolonial state leaders to achieve successfully the 'modern enter-
 prise of nation-building'.' Central to the metaphor of creating a nation as some-
 thing 'ever in the making but not quite reached' is the idea of nationalism, which
 involves what Derrida calls the 'act of deferral-differentiating'. This act situates a
 postcolonial state at the dangerous interstice of the domestic and the foreign and
 simultaneously utilises the discursive hegemony of nationalism to secure space
 for autonomous action by state leaders, sometimes by placing civil society sub-
 ordinate to them, to fulfil their historical pursuit of nation building. Krishna
 explains, through his study of the Tamil-Sinhala ethnic conflict, how the post-
 colonial Sri Lankan state's ideology to achieve the modern enterprise of nation
 building, ie a unified Sri Lankan nation-state, has led the state to construct the
 identity of the Tamil ethnic minorities vis-ai-vis itself, by forming categories such
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 as 'insider-outsider,' 'safety-danger,' and 'domestic-foreign'-thereby creating
 a politics of identity formation through a discursive process of Othering. Since
 the formation of a nationalistic identity is in a dialectic with the politics of differ-
 ence, there is an attempt to construct nation-states on the basis of 'exclusionary
 narratives of the past and uni-vocal visions of the future'. Any divisiveness in
 providing support to the postcolonial leaders in performing this historical role
 was perceived to 'delay' the national journey. As Krishna explains:

 The fixation with producing a pulverized and uniform sense of national identity
 (usually along majoritarian lines) has unleashed a spiral of state ... violence ... that
 appears endless."6

 Situated in the contexts of realism and neo-realism, the geostrategic threats faced
 by India from its immediate regional rivals Pakistan and China, and indirectly
 from the global hegemony of the USA are understandable. These dynamics of
 threat perception also sufficiently account for India's decision to change its
 policy of nuclear disarmament, which it had followed since the 1950s, to one
 involving a peaceful nuclear explosion (PNE) by the mid-1970s, and the
 subsequent detonation of the late 1990s. The contribution of this article lies
 in appending the realist and neo-realist approaches with the postcolonial
 (in)security perspectives to understand the dynamics of contention between
 India's realist and anti-nuclear/peace groups over the issue of Indian nuclearisa-
 tion-a hitherto uninvestigated area. The subsequent paragraphs will highlight
 the dimensions of the realist, neo-realist, and post-colonial (in)security pers-
 pectives as demonstrated within India's realist and anti-nuclear groups and the
 resultant tensions between them.

 The realist lobby of India's domestic politics

 Whereas the broader parameters of India's nuclear policy, as represented by the
 realist lobby, is justified on the grounds of its regional and global threat percep-
 tions, the BJP government's approach to India's nuclearisation may be explained,
 additionally, by utilising the postcolonial (in)security perspectives, where the use
 of a Hindu nationalist ideology to construct Islam as a stereotypical danger to the
 supposedly Hindu India, may become an important variable in explaining the
 pursuit of power by states in international relations. Categories developed
 hereby reflect an interplay of the realist, neo-realist, and postcolonial (in)security
 perceptions, on the basis of which India's realist lobby justifies India's nuclear
 detonation and its subsequent programme of nuclear deterrence.

 Realism, neo-realism, and Indian nuclearisation: situating Pakistan, China and
 the USA as geostrategic threats to India

 The demise of the USSR in the 1990s, which had provided India with military
 and nuclear technological assistance, and thus a military counterweight against
 China and Pakistan, left New Delhi feeling isolated. Left with uneasy relations
 with the surviving superpower, the USA, India started to experience a sense of
 perennial (in)security, strategically, because of certain regional developments.
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 This came from the nuclear and military build-ups going on individually in
 Pakistan and China and from China's encirclement of India through its military
 alliance with Pakistan. Efforts to this end included the transfer of nuclear
 and missile technology to Pakistan, aiding it to acquire missile and fissile
 components, providing it with M-9 and M-l1 ballistic missiles, and so forth."7 As
 asserted by the US Central Intelligence Agency, China sold 5000 ring magnets to
 the QA Khan Research Laboratory in Kahuta, Pakistan in 1995. Further, Indian
 intelligence sources believed that China was supplying technicians and
 equipment for a plutonium processing plant at Chasma, Pakistan."8 Despite
 Chinese efforts to justify their military links with Pakistan as a part of normal
 trade relations, India remained unconvinced and was left with a feeling of
 encirclement."9

 Besides the alleged Sino-Pakistan ties, there were reports of nuclear develop-
 ments within Pakistan itself. Pakistan's unremitting concern for the past five
 decades has been to correct the imbalance of power in South Asia, especially
 with reference to India. The internal and external balancing act adopted by
 Pakistan as a counter-strategy to India has shown this to be the case. From the
 1960s Pakistan's defence budget, representing its internal balancing strategies
 vis-a'-vis India, has remained at a high of 6% of its Gross Domestic Product, in
 comparison to India's 3%. Pakistan's external balancing efforts were mainly
 focused on establishing alliances with the USA and China, with a primary focus
 on the USA. The Mutual Defense Assistance Treaties (1954 and 1959), which
 Pakistan signed with the USA, allowing it to receive $552 in military hardware
 and other defence supports, was an early initiative to counter India.20 US-
 Pakistan military engagements continued in the 1980s, when the emergence of
 Pakistan as a frontline state in the aftermath of the Soviet entry into Afghanistan
 necessitated a strategic compulsion for the USA to acquiesce to Pakistan. In 1981
 and 1986 aid packages for Pakistan of $3.2 and $4.02 billion were approved by
 the US administration.2' US transfer of surveillance aircraft and anti-ship missiles
 continued in the 1990s. Disregarding Pakistan's nuclear inclination, the USA
 in 1996, under the Hankbrown Amendment Act, confirmed the passage of
 American arms worth $368 million to Pakistan.22 All this greatly helped Pakistan
 compensate for India's qualitative military superiority. These developments
 appeared ominous to India in view of the fact that relations between the two
 traditional adversaries had historically and more recently not been very cordial.23

 Against this backdrop India watched with trepidation as China's power and
 international clout continued to grow enormously from the 1960s onwards. Ever
 since China's nuclear detonation in 1964 the country's modernisation programme
 had been in full swing. The programme included the acquisition of modern
 fighters, submarine destroyers, sophisticated air defence missiles, airborne
 warning and control systems aircraft (AwAcs), and so forth. Further, with China's
 emphasis on acquiring tactical nuclear weapons and ballistic missile submarines
 (SSBNS) the gap between China and India was widened.24 China's nuclear
 explosion with a thermonuclear magnitude of 6.6, at its Lapnor test site could not
 be ignored by India.25 Seen from this perspective, India's defence policy analysts
 argue that China is also an important concern in determining India's nuclear
 policy.
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 Equally oppressive to India was the special American tilt towards Pakistan and
 China, implying a tripartite (Asian) regional coalition against India. Apart from
 the US-imposed sanctions on China in 1993, which temporarily halted the
 Chinese transfer of M-l1-related technology to Pakistan, the Clinton administra-
 tion, which claimed to put non-proliferation at the top of the US foreign policy
 agenda, otherwise showed inaction over Sino-Pakistan nuclear and missile co-
 operation. From 1995 onwards, the US administration had strong evidence of
 Chinese shipments of complete M-11 missiles to Pakistan but ignored the fact to
 avoid triggering sanctions. Although most US intelligence officials believed that
 more than 30 complete missiles had been stockpiled at Pakistan's Sargodha Air
 Force Base since November 1992, the USA had taken the view that China had
 supplied only components rather than complete missiles to Pakistan.26 To be
 noted here is the fact that the shipment of complete M- 11 missile was an outright
 violation of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR).27 Also, apart from
 acquiescing in Sino-Pakistani nuclear and missile co-operation, the USA actually
 stepped in to approve the first export of satellite and advanced nuclear
 technology to China. By aiding China's military modernisation, the USA height-
 ened the paranoia within India that the US nuclear and missile technology that
 went to China would also seep into Pakistan.28 Equally disturbing to India was the
 fact that instead of rebuking China, the USA was actually embracing an alliance
 with that country, suggesting the potential of a Sino-US Condominium in Asia.
 Confronted with this possibility, India had two options: either forswear nuclear
 power in return for protection by extended US deterrence, as granted to Japan
 and Australia, or exercise its nuclear option. Given India's historical preference
 of pursuing an independent foreign policy and its past experience of being
 refused extended deterrence by the USA,29 the second option seemed more
 logical to India. According to Ex-Indian Army Staff, General VP Malik:

 the situation called for acquiring a strategic deterrence capability for India to
 encounter the emerging nuclear and missile challenges to India's security.30

 This study accepts the realist claim that India does face 'real' geostrategic threat
 perceptions. Nonetheless, it argues for the need to append the realist logic with
 the critical constructivist and the postcolonial (in)security perspectives to analyse
 how the geostrategic threats perceived by India vis-a-vis its adversary Pakistan
 are perpetuated in terms of certain postcolonial (in)security 'imaginaries'
 (re)constructed by the BJP through the ideological lense of Hindutva.

 In seeking to analyse the construction of postcolonial (in)securities and their
 implications for Indian nuclear policy, the article accepts the following premises.
 First, that in post-independent India the decision to create a nuclear infrastructure
 and acquire a nuclear weapons capability, which was in fact achieved in 1974,
 was undertaken by the Congress government.31 Second, that the threats posed by
 China and Pakistan to India were/are 'real'. Pakistan has fought two wars against
 India and since the 1980s has sought to follow an 'India-centric' defence
 economy. So is it with China, which, backed by the USA since 1959, has sought
 to develop a 'Washington-Peking-Pindi' nexus in South Asia. Third, it is also
 true that, although the actual Indian detonation was conducted by the BJP in 1998,
 the country was within a hair's breadth of conducting the same test in 1995,
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 when, interestingly, the Congress Party, under the premiership of Narasimha Rao,
 was in power in India.32 The article, therefore, agrees with the assertion that
 India's decision to acquire nuclear weapons is not a function that may be asso-
 ciated only and specifically with the BJP. The Indian Right's decision to pursue
 a nuclear capability is in a way a continuation of similar nuclear options
 considered, though not tested, by previous Indian governments. Furthermore, as
 with the earlier governments, the BJP's decision to detonate was also a function of
 the country's 'real' geostrategic and national security calculations. But that what
 seems to have been forgotten by conventional IR scholars or, should we say,
 what they have been unable to comprehend because of their epistemological
 limitations, are those unobservable factors-and hence, an unconventional
 explanation-that may account for more 'intrinsic' variables in explaining
 India's contemporary nuclear security problematic. Seen from this perspective,
 the article finds the critical constructivist and postcolonial (in)security perspec-
 tives, though at the margins of the discipline of IR, pragmatic in addressing the
 limitations of conventional IR and critically appraising the role of ideology in
 understanding the complexities of India's contemporary nuclear security
 dilemma.

 Postcolonial (in)securities, the BJP, and Indian nuclearisation: nationalism,
 communalism, and the politics of Hindutva

 The rise of the BJP as the national government of India since 1998, representing
 the Hindu right, constitutes the most dominant segment of the realist lobby in
 India. It has not only justified India's detonation on the grounds of its historically
 existing as well as geostrategic threat perceptions but also continues to build
 strong support for India's nuclear deterrence by (re)constructing certain post-
 colonial (in)securities perceived by contemporary India. It is suggested that a
 discursive legitimisation of the ideology of Hindutva, constructing Islam/Pakistan
 as a 'demonic' Other to the 'virtuous' India, lies at its root. In doing this, the BJP
 not only goes beyond the traditional logic of realism to define the country's
 geostrategic threats but also politicises the ideology of Hindutva to accentuate
 India's 'real' threats and construct postcolonial (in)securities along communal
 lines. This justifies a communal version of contemporary Indian nuclearism.

 Hindutva, or what the BJP has called 'cultural nationalism', and what the anti-
 communalists see as a clarion call for establishing a Hindu India, rose to
 prominence in the writings of Veer Savarkar. Identified as one of the architects of
 the Rashtriya Swayam Sevak (RSS), Savarkar defined the boundaries of Hindutva
 in a communal manner and further circumscribed its usage in defining the
 parameters of a modern India. Pitrabhoomi (Fatherland), jati (bloodline) and
 sanskriti (culture) were identified as the three principles of Hindutva, of which
 jati became the most critical in establishing the basis of communalism in modern
 India. This is because the concept implied that only those whose sacred land,
 sacred to their religion, lay within their pitrabhoomi (India) had the moral basis
 for claiming citizenship of India. The concept of jati, therefore, privileged a
 cultural/religious rather than a territorial concept of Indian citizenship-thereby
 implicating a basis of 'cultural' nationalism in India. Under it, 'Muslims,
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 Christians, Jews, and others whose holy lands lay outside the territorial
 boundaries of punyabhoomi (India), were by implication excluded from both
 Hindutva and from their rightful claims to the citizenship of India'."

 The 'insiders' or those who are able to equate their land of birth with the sacred land
 of their religion are 'appropriate citizens', whereas the 'outsiders' or those whose
 Fatherland is not the same as their sacred lands are suspect in terms of their civic
 status and patriotism.34

 Such communal sentiments echo in the writings and campaigns of the BJP, which
 sees Hindutva as a unifying force that will create a national identity and ensure
 social cohesion for India. A prominent espousal of this ideological/communal
 bias in building a nationalist India is visible in the BJP's Election Manifesto
 (1996). In the introduction, which spelt out the 'vision, faith, and commitment' of
 the BJP, the Manifesto declared that:

 The present millennium begun with the subjugation of our ancient land. Let a

 re-invigorated, proud, and prosperous India herald the next millennium.35

 It ended with an appeal to all 'patriotic' Indians to assist the BJP in the task of
 reconstructing a Hindu nationalist rashtra (nation). More communal in implica-
 tion is the section in the manifesto on 'Indian immigration: a democratic
 invasion', which construed the Muslim immigrant refugees of Bangladesh as
 threats to Indian democracy. In contrast, the Buddhist immigrant refugees to
 India from the Chakma district of Bangladesh were not deemed likewise. By the
 same token, the BJP's espousal of the policy of 'justice for all and appeasement for
 none' has the communal motive to restore a sense of Indianness within the Hindu
 rashtra, perceived to have been ruptured by the 'pseudo-secularism' of the
 Nehruvian legacy. According to BJP President, LK Advani:

 Democrcay and liberalism as preached by Nehru are denuded of their Indianness ...
 I believe that India is what it is because of its ancient heritage-call it Hindu, or call
 it Bharatiya (Indian). If nationalism is stripped of its Hinduism, it would lose its
 dynamism.36

 A seemingly harmless concept deemed essential for the development of the
 nation, the 'one nation, one culture, one people' concept of Hindutva makes
 Hinduism the common denominator of Indian national identity, one inextricably
 woven into the humanism of the land. By implication, this acts as an exclu-
 sionary force in Indian society.

 The success of the BJP in establishing the discourse of Hindutva as the
 nationalist identity of India forces one to use the terms Hindutva, Hinduism, and
 the Indian national identity synonymously. Not only is it devoid of any religious
 meaning, it is also ominous by obliterating non-Hindus from the category of
 'Indian'. Patriots and traitors are defined in terms of their religious affiliations.
 The following are some illustrations to suggest the above linkage. An early
 architect of the RSS, KB Hegdewar, claims that 'Indian Muslims have proved
 themselves Muslims first and Indians only secondarily'.37 Similarly, a VHP female
 member, Sadhvi Rithambara, supports the Hindus in the Ram Janmbhoomi-Babri
 Majsid Riots of 1992 as 'fight[ing] for the preservation of a civilization, for an
 Indianness, for national consciousness'38 and BJP spokeswoman, Sushma Swaraj,
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 suspects an alleged treachery on the part of the Muslims against India, because
 the former 'rooted for Pakistan during the two Indo-Pakistan wars'.39 The BJP
 claims that its nationalism is based on 'one nation, one people, one culture.'
 Thus:

 the conflation of Hinduism with India remains at the heart of the BJP nationalist
 agenda, constructing Muslims as invaders and foreign transplants.'

 The nationalist ideology of Hindutva, based on the unified concept of a
 Hindu/Indian population as 'one nation, one culture and one people' is
 historically incorrect. It rests on the fallacious assumption of a monolithic
 'civilised' Hindu identity juxtaposed against a monolithic 'villainous' Muslim
 identity. It is suggested that the ideology of Hindutva, resting on historical and
 religious (re)constructions of the Hindu and Muslim communities on the basis of
 communal identities, may be manipulated by the BJP, to mobilise upper caste and
 recently lower caste Hindus to support a dominant Hindu nationalist agenda,
 representing a Hindu India opposed to the demonised Muslim Pakistan. This
 ideologically constructed dichotomy between the Hindu Self and the Muslem
 Other, collective or otherwise, may be utilised by the BJP to (re)create and sustain
 certain postcolonial (in)securities by (re)constructing Pakistan as a 'danger' to
 India. This assumption is further supported by the fact that, despite the BJP'S
 identification of both Pakistan and China as external threats, its perception of
 China, is not coloured with a communal hue. In one of the Resolutions passed by
 the Bharatiya Jana Sangh in 1965, an ideological predecessor of the BJP, comes
 the culturally-biased comment that:

 Religious and cultural links have played an abiding role in the relations between
 nations. Cultural links are more abiding and lasting than the economic and the
 political pacts which are made from time to time to meet particular situations. It
 is therefore imperative that India must be clear about the areas of her cultural
 affinities and take all possible steps to revive and strengthen her cultural ties.41

 The implications of the above quote, when situated in the context of India's
 contemporary nuclear policy and its suggested communal implications, become
 controversial since the present Prime Minister, Shri Atal Vihari Bajpayee,
 happened to be leader of the Jana Sangh parliamentary party from 1957 to 1977.
 Although the BJP has made deliberate efforts to distance itself from the extreme
 Hindu nationalism of the Jana Sangh in a more moderate and humanistic guise,
 the historical links of the BJP and the depth of its commitment to the Hindu
 fundamentalist rhetoric of the Jana Sangh can hardly be minimised. As claimed
 by Tathagata Rai, Vice-President of the West Bengal BJP'S State Working
 Committee, 'the very existence of Pakistan rests on nurturing the destruction of
 India'. Similar comments ridden with communal/anti-Pakistani sentiments have
 been expressed by West Bengal State Secretariat members and executives of the
 BJP, namely Hemen Guha Roy and Ashim Sarkar, as well as female politicians of
 the BJP Mohila Morcha (Women's Wing), such as Gouri Chowdhury, Krishna
 Bhattacharya, Rita Mukherjee, and Neela Goswami.42

 In highlighting the linkage between the BJP's nationalist ideology, which is
 communal/anti-Islam, and Indian nuclearisation, this article recognises
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 that Pakistan was created out of a 'two-nation' theory. Since then, it has been an
 autocratic state and has pursued an anti-Indian policy. Thus Pakistan itself has
 historically constructed India as a demonising Other. What this article draws
 attention to is the way that the BJP iS using this historical existence of 'demon-
 isation' to support its concept of Hindu rashtra, and re-enforcing it by adding a
 communal hue to the country's nuclearisation policy. In this context, the article
 once again reiterates that both Pakistan and China have been historically
 contentious neighbours of India and from this perspective the realist logic is well
 accepted. However, the article also notes that, despite several concerns from
 strategic analysts regarding the true 'ominous' intentions of Pakistan and China
 against India, especially since the 1980s, India did not experience any
 immediate escalation of threats from these countries on the eve of its 1998
 detonation. In fact, Sino-Indian relations had improved in the 1990s through
 bilateral agreements, confidence-building measures, etc.43 The immediate but
 non-military threat that India faced at that point was from its own militant and
 chauvinist ideology, which linked communalism with nationalism to calculate the
 nation's geostrategic security, thereby making the 1998 detonation one of a post-
 facto exercise of power. Is it then valid to go beyond a structuralist explanation
 and claim that the BJP, guided by its communal/nationalist strategy, has used the
 ideology of Hindutva to single out Islam/Pakistan as a relatively greater threat to
 India? Although India acquired a nuclear capability in 1974, it had retained a
 high moral ground and had opted to keep its nuclear option open and not
 escalate. Moreover, India's policy of nuclear ambiguity up to the 1998 detonation
 was also supported by almost the entire political spectrum in the country.
 However, the BJP took recourse to the policy of nuclear ambiguity as well as the
 national consensus that had opposed India from signing the Comprehensive Test
 Ban Treaty (CTBT) to change its nuclear posture. The 1998 nuclear tests were not
 only emblematic of the jingoistic BJP's quest for a more virile and a culturally
 chauvinistic India but also aimed to consolidate its electoral agenda." Further-
 more, the BJP has successfully managed to win over security analysts, who,
 ambivalent about and reluctant to address issues of communalism under con-
 temporary Indian politics, support the BJP's nuclear policy on account of their
 realist understanding of world politics.45 Should we then claim that the 'Hindu'
 bomb detonated by the BJP was made to serve both a strategic rationale as well as
 add a religious grandeur to the Hindu India?

 In this context, one may argue that the so-called 'secular' parties of India were
 also to a certain extent communal. This argument is well taken." In India, as in
 any other country, elite perceptions and ideologies have historically played an
 important role in defining national security and the psychological theories of IR,
 though having limitations when applied to study the postcolonial security
 dynamics of India, have addressed it as well.47 However, what this article draws
 attention to is the more explicit discourse within the contemporary Indian Right
 that not only conflates Indian nationalism with Hindu communalism but also
 manipulates/politicises Hindutva to justify the launching of India's nuclear
 programme and, further, mobilises it as a 'Hindu' defence strategy to protect
 India by essentially stereotyping Islam/Pakistan as an enemy of the former. Thus,
 what is unique in the context of the Indian Right is its underlying communal
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 posture towards Pakistan-which may well serve as an ideological indicator for
 calculating the parameters of the Indian nuclearisation policy. In this sense, the
 BJP'S perception of India's national security does not constitute a 'faulty' or an
 'unjustifiably' expanded set of ideological convictions. Rather, it represents a
 'conscious' effort that utilises communalism to serve the purposes of nationalism
 and is thus in some sense a realist measure, one of statecraft designed for
 electoral purposes, to perpetuate the 'real' geostrategic threats to the nation,
 which are now reconstructed and re-enforced along communal lines. Thus, a
 continued nuclear deterrence for India is justified on the grounds of the country's
 national interest to protect it from the supposedly 'demonised' Muslim Pakistan.
 This justifies the Draft Nuclear Doctrine (DND) released by the National Security
 Council of India in 1999.48

 Although as part of its DND India promises a No-First-Use against nuclear
 weapon states and a No-Use against non-nuclear weapon states, except when the
 latter are aligned with nuclear weapon states, the very option of pursuing a
 nuclear deterrence reinforces the classic realist dynamic of threat perception
 between states, which can cause an escalation of the arms race. In this context
 several questions may be raised. For instance, what is the definition of national
 interest? Who defines national interest and at whose cost? Can such a traditional
 definition of national interest, based on military security, be sustained in the
 present era of globalisation? And finally, can such a definition of national interest
 contribute towards sustainable development at the national and South Asian
 regional levels? Along the above dimensions, there is a sharp polarisation
 between the supporters (the realists) and the opponents (the anti-nuclear/peace
 groups) of India's nuclearisation policy.

 The anti-nuclear/peace groups in India's domestic politics

 The anti-nuclear/peace groups in India have built a strong case against nuclear
 India. They have based their arguments on three major premises. First, that
 nuclear weapons are strategically irrational instruments of mass destruction and
 cannot provide security, no matter who possesses them. Second, that the concept
 of nuclear deterrence must be categorically rejected on moral, political, legal, and
 cultural grounds. Third, that the present Indian government's nuclear policy is
 inseparably linked to a belligerent and male-supremacist notion of militarised
 nationhood-that is not only anti-pluralist, communal, and masculinist but has
 also created an unacceptably dangerous situation in inculcating an arms race in
 South Asia. The peace groups claim that India must never make or deploy
 nuclear weapons and must adopt complete nuclear disarmament. Based on the
 above premises, one can identify various voices within India's anti-nuclear/peace
 groups-including but not limited to politicians, citizens' movements, environ-
 mentalists, feminists and progressive activists-who have forwarded different
 rationales for supporting a non-nuclear India.

 Political activism in support of non-proliferation: the centrists and the leftists

 The Centrist stand in Indian politics, which includes segments of the Congress
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 Party, takes a critical view of India's nuclear deterrence as being too simplified
 and universal. They assert that since India has never really faced any nuclear
 threats from other nuclear powers-such as Russia, France, or the UK-the
 universal stance of its deterrence does not hold good. For instance, the ex-
 spokesman of the Congress Party, Kapil Sibal, has argued that 'to keep
 deterrence at a minimum is to leave ourselves vulnerable to a first strike leaving
 us nothing to retaliate against'.4 The Centrists also argue that the minimum
 deterrence has a possibility of escalating the arms race in South Asia because it is
 unrealistic to believe that India, Pakistan and China will be pragmatic in their
 approach to minimum nuclear deterrence. To this extent, the centrists are tacitly
 in support of ex-President Clinton's view that the Indian desire to develop a
 nuclear arsenal also militates against the security interests of the world.

 The Indian left, represented by the Politbureau of the Communist Party of
 India (Marxist) as well as scholarly activists, like Aijaz Ahmed, claim that
 nuclear weapons cause a substantial diversion of resources away from productive
 and socially important ends. For instance, the budget presented by the BJP
 government for the fiscal year 1998 through 1999, immediately after India's
 nuclear explosion, involved a 14% increase in the country's defence budget over
 the previous year's revised estimates. This consequently curtailed governmental
 allocations in other non-defence areas. For that fiscal year's budget, the total
 outlay for the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare was put only at Rs1366
 crore, ie roughly US$28 458, well below the increase in defence expenditure. By
 contrast, the budgetary allocation to the Department of Space and Atomic
 Energy, was Rs3684 crore ($76 000), nearly three times greater than the increase
 in the outlay for health, 52% higher than the increase in the outlay for central
 education, and 72% higher than the increase in allocation for rural employment
 and poverty alleviation.50 The leftists allege that 'the state can no longer educate
 the people, it has to make nuclear weapons'.51 While the left wants a permanent
 end to any future testing in India, like the realist lobby, it continues to oppose the
 CTBT.

 Social activism in support of non-proliferation: citizens' movements,
 environmentalists, feminists and progressive activists

 A section of the Indian citizenry perceives India's nuclear deterrence as a
 complete departure from the national consensus which has violated the global
 norm of non-proliferation. This group claims that a national consensus in favour
 of elimination of nuclear weapons has been breached to meet the narrow political
 and fundamentalist goals of the BJP government. They express concern that a
 narrow consensus supporting nuclear weapons is now being 'manufactured' in
 the Indian Parliament to support Indian nuclearisation.52 To this extent, India's
 nuclear weapons are considered a very 'political' bomb.53 It is also important
 to mention here that despite the Indian government's propaganda to justify
 the country's nuclear deterrence, cross-territorial movements in the form of
 children's groups, people-to-people movements, etc, exist between Indian and
 Pakistani civilians, condemning both governments' nuclearisation policies. These
 movements, however, go completely unpublicised in the mainstream media.
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 Environmentalists like Saleem H Ali, Satyajit Rath, and others oppose India's
 nuclearisation on the grounds that nuclear testing pollutes the environment.
 The radioactive dust from nuclear explosions contaminates the environment,
 thereby affecting not only innocent people but also unborn children of the next
 generation. Environmentalists claim that it is essential to condemn the hypocrisy
 of the nuclear weapon states, including India, which, while maintaining a nuclear
 arsenal, hypocritically propagate the idea of a global non-proliferation regime.
 This hypocrisy can only be corrected by the nuclear weapon states themselves
 returning to an ethical and consistent position on global nuclear disarmament.54

 The anti-nuclear/peace groups represented by the feminists claim that India's
 decision to become nuclear adversely affects Indian women. They assert that the
 BJP's ideology of Hindutva, underpinned by a communal bias, combines well
 with its masculinist rhetoric of nuclearisation. This legitimises male oppression
 and breeds the idea that nuclear explosions give virility to the nation, which men
 as individuals can also somehow share. This affects women, and more critically
 women of lower socioeconomic status, in so far as nuclearisation gives rise to
 new militaristic meanings of national identity and reinforces Othering towards
 women-as a gendered category vis-a?-vis men. For instance, in a recent move,
 the University Grants Commission (UCG) of India, which finances universities,
 has progressively cut back maintenance and other grants to such institutions. As
 government funding for improving women's economic, educational and health
 conditions continue to diminish, crimes against women continue to increase.
 This is because crimes against women, including domestic violence, which are
 fundamentally linked to the issue of women's backwardness in Indian society,
 because of their economic dependence and illiteracy, are perpetuated as
 increasing government expenditure on defence sectors diminish allocations for
 women's development policies. As Sanghari et al write:

 the masculinist rhetoric of nuclearisation has been combined with a false patriotism
 and Hindutva ideologies ... It effects women from the minorities even more since
 they become the explicit or implicit targets of this chauvinism.55

 Progressive activists like Praful Bidwai, Achin Vanaik, and others claim that the
 BJP's nuclear policy is inseparably linked to a belligerent, male-supremacist, hate-
 driven, beggar-thy-neighbour nationalism. It maintains the notion of a Hindu
 nationhood juxtaposed to the constructed notions of a demonised Islam-which
 is communal and militaristic. Underlying it, is opposition to disarmament and
 peace. The BJP'S subordination to the Sangh ideology not only cocls a snook at
 Gandhi's secularism and ahimsa but also emasculates Hindu manliness by
 substantiating a masculinist, anti-democratic, and militarised concept of nuclear-
 isation.56 Seen from this perspective, the BJP'S utilisation of the ideology of
 Hindutva to justify the rationale of a nuclearised India represents a culmination
 of the 'cultural' politics of Indian nuclearisation.5

 The anti-nuclear/peace groups in India are small but have made a conscientious
 and brave effort to justify their arguments against Indian proliferation, to
 mobilise public opinion, to and call for a roll-back of India's nuclear deterrence.
 They question the accountability of the Indian government concerning issues like
 nuclear policy making, possessing nuclear weapons command, and defining
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 India's national security through the Draft Nuclear Doctrine. They ask: how
 democratic or rational is it for the Indian government to seek military security
 through nuclear weapons-which otherwise degrades the security of its citizens
 through excessive military spending? In a democracy, can a government uni-
 laterally set the parameters of its nuclear policy while taking no responsibility for
 achieving sustainable human development within the nation? By following the
 BJP'S current nuclear deterrence, can India contribute to promoting security in its
 national and regional spheres? Contrary the argument forwarded by the govern-
 ment and the defence strategists that the 1998 tests would lead to nuclear
 deterrence between India and Pakistan, since greater nuclear parity would be
 achieved between them, the peace activists have understood things otherwise.
 Indeed, the Kargil war and the May 2002 events between India and Pakistan have
 proved that the latter were right. Nonetheless, the influence of these peace groups
 has been limited, given the government's efforts to deny them any voice in the
 mainstream media, to marginalise them, and even to call them anti-national. Yet
 their activism continues. From their perspective, India's real security lies in a
 world free of nuclear weapons. This requires a re-thinking of the concept of
 India's security paradigm from a traditional to a more humanistic one.

 Broadening the security paradigm: reconceptualising India's national
 security interest

 Traditionally, the concept of national interest and security has been identified in
 terms of the Westphalian concept of the nation-state, which is essentially realist.
 In this the national interest of any given country was conceived in terms of its
 military security and military security was defined as the integrity of its national
 territory and of its institutions.58 Identifying the national security of a country as
 circumscribed within the domains of its territorial boundaries, therefore, meant
 that the concept of national security and interest was fixed, historical and mono-
 lithic-ultimately concerned with protecting the country's military security as the
 sole parameter of its national interest.

 In the contemporary era of globalisation, the definition of national security
 based on the Westphalian notion of territorial security has been criticised by the
 school of liberal institutional scholars. Their basic claim is that the traditional
 definition of national security is outmoded as a consequence of cross-territorial
 movements. Represented by Karen Litfin, Joseph Keohane, Peter M. Haas, Marc
 Levy and others, this group of scholars argue that 'since the states are ultimately
 concerned with protecting national security and maintaining economic growth,
 they may be incapable of adequately addressing certain non-political though
 fundamental issues which may give rise to (inter) national security problems'."
 The liberal institutionalist view proposes that preserving international safety
 requires going beyond the realist paradigm of military security, conceived in
 terms of territorially bounded national interests, and rethinking security in terms
 of the global territory. It also implies facilitating effective means to solve non-
 political threats to international security-like that of hunger, environmental
 degradation, population growth, and poverty.

 In keeping with the ongoing international debates calling for a reconfiguration
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 of the traditional concept of national interest and security, the realities of India's
 security dilemma too necessitate a reconfiguration of India's traditional concept
 of national interest. As noted by Indian security analyst, M.S Rajan:

 Although the issues of sovereignty and territorial integrity continue to form the
 fundamental basis of India's national security/interest, the term national security/
 interest in the context of India today has become imprecise in usage ... This is
 because they are 'undefined and undefinable' depending upon who defines national
 interest, in whose interest, and at what time.60

 While it is true that, under the contemporary geostrategic conditions of the South
 Asian region, maintaining a nuclear deterrence for India is a pragmatic requisite,
 the case of Indian nuclearisation nevertheless raises concern, as it becomes
 related to the 'Hindu' nationalist discourse of the BJP. A textual analysis of India's
 nationalist security discourse will reveal that not only has India's nuclear policy
 been justified on the grounds of Hindu nationalism, it has also conflated its
 nuclear agenda with the essence of a paternalistic chauvinism. Further, the Hindu
 nationalist discourse continues to define, justify and enforce Indian nuclearisation
 as something indispensable to maintaining the militarised versions of India's
 national security interests. The nationalist discourse of the BJP, apparently guiding
 contemporary Indian nuclearisation policies, becomes so monolithic that it
 practically leaves little or no scope for the realist lobby to evaluate the con-
 sequences of this nuclearisation. Neither does it enable them to analyse possible
 alternatives, other than the ongoing process of nuclearisation, to solve India's
 security concerns. For instance, thinking beyond Realpolitik and entering into a
 multilateral dialogue with China, Pakistan and the USA to undertake national,
 regional and non-discriminatory global disarmament is not seriously con-
 templated by the realist lobby.61 It is furthermore suggested that the communal
 bias which guides contemporary India's postcolonial (in)securities, vis-ai-vis
 Pakistan precludes the possibilities of a fruitful dialogue between these countries.

 Joseph Nye states that 'in a democracy, national interest is a set of shared
 priorities regarding relations of the country with the rest of the world ... It
 includes not only issues of military security but also non-military forms of
 security such as human rights, democracy, gender, poverty, environment and
 population.'62 Thus 'national interest is too important an issue to be left solely at
 the whims of the geo-politicians. It should also incorporate legitimate needs as
 forwarded by an informed public opinion'.63

 This is particularly relevant in the case of India. Beyond the publicised
 consensus on the need to protect India's sovereignty, independence and territorial
 integrity through nuclearisation, there has been considerable debate within
 India's peace groups concerning the definition of India's national security and
 what the parameters guiding its security policy should be. As explained by Rajan:

 a continuing problem about the content of national interest in India is that it is
 continually changing for a variety of reasons and circumstances. Among these are:
 changing policies of successive governments, changing aspirations of the people,
 technological developments (including nuclear arms), and the impact of globaliza-
 tion on international relations. In this fluctuating and ever changing dynamics of
 international relations, India's conception of national security also needs to be re-
 defined.64
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 India has transformed its nuclear posture from one of nuclear disarmament in the
 1950s to an active nuclear power in the 1990s. India currently must be ready to
 rethink its nuclear deterrence programme in the light of a broader national and
 regional security agenda. The active anti-nuclear/peace movement in India
 reveals the presence of a well informed public opposing Indian nuclearisation
 because of its political, social, economic, environmental, cultural and gendered
 implications.

 Thus to deconstruct the Westphalian concept of a nationalistic/militaristic
 security discourse which has traditionally defined India's national interest and to
 reconstruct it along more humanistic lines is the most pragmatic need for India's
 realist lobby, which represents the dominant segment of India's domestic politics.
 However, this humanistic approach does not surrender the need for military
 power altogether. Rather, it redefines the concept of India's national security
 beyond its militaristic focus, to make it meet the criterion of sustaining the well-
 being of humans in economic, cultural and political terms. Applied particularly to
 India, the concept of sustainability would mean bringing much of the sub-
 continent and its people back from the brink of a potential nuclear war and
 redistributing government resources for non-military and developmental
 purposes. This would require, as a priority, settling tensions between the realist
 and the anti-nuclear/peace groups within India's domestic politics.

 Conclusion

 This article has studied the tensions between the realist and the anti-proliferation
 lobbies of India and their implications in terms of maintaining a sustainable
 security environment within the country. It is suggested that the realist lobby of
 India's domestic politics rethink India's nuclear policy by broadening its security
 paradigm. Primarily, this requires that the present BJP government redefine its
 version of the national security discourse which, undergirded by communal
 versions of postcolonial (in)securities, manifested through the politics of
 Hindutva, upholds a realist/traditional definition of the security paradigm in
 India. Seen from this perspective, the article finds the critical constructivist/post-
 colonial (in)security perspective, while at the margins of the discipline, pragmatic
 in explaining the contemporary nuclear security problematic in India. It provides
 a more nuanced and complex interpretation of India's contemporary security
 problematic, which cannot be contained by the structural parameters of con-
 ventional iR. Rereading India's contemporary security dilemma through the lens
 of critical constructivism would also imply, at the practical level, the need to
 deconstruct the Westphalian concept of national security traditionally followed
 by India and consequently to reconfigure India's national interest in terms of
 a broader national and regional security agenda-to be pursued through
 negotiations between India's domestic lobbies as well as with Pakistan and
 China. It may be expected that all concerned parties would mutually redefine
 their own and comprehend each other security-oriented concerns. This would
 facilitate promotion of real and informed dialogue between them and ultimately
 open up prospect of attaining a sustainable form of security at both the Indian
 national and South Asian regional levels.
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 Notes
 1 Conceptually speaking, there is a difference between the terms anti-proliferation lobby and anti-

 nuclear/peace groups. The term 'anti-proliferation lobby' is used to describe those groups that may
 accept a basic nuclear capability in their own country but would not like this capacity to proliferate. In
 contrast, anti-nuclear/peace groups are those that oppose nuclear weapons completely and ask for a
 roll-back of nuclear weapons. Yet, given the diversity of voices, traditions, and approaches that are
 evident in the current anti-nuclear activism in India, the conceptual boundaries of the two terms may
 become blurred. For instance, those like Saswati Ghosh, founding member of Maitree, Calcutta, and
 Rekha Modi, though addressing issues of peace between India and Pakistan, are quite willing to
 support a basic nuclear deterrence for India. Despite this basic ambiguity in their areas of activism,
 this article, keeping in mind the broader thrust of its content, will address the anti-proliferation
 activists as representing the anti-nuclear/peace groups in India.

 2 The BJP iS the country's right-wing coalition government, formed by an alliance of the Rashtriya
 Swayam Sangh (RSs) and the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), collectively called the Sangh Parivaar. It
 uphold the Sangh ideology manifested in the concept of Hindutva, ie the concept of a unified Hindu
 culture, and represents the dominant realist lobby in India.
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 17 However, in August 1993 the USA imposed sanctions on China's Ministry of Air Space Industries
 because of the sale of M-1 1 components to Pakistan. This was lifted in October 1994, after China
 agreed to a ban on the sale of missiles inherently capable of carrying a 500 kilogram payload to a
 distance of more than 30 kilometres. This meant China agreeing to a ban on further exports of M- 1 is
 to Pakistan, which did not, however, happen in practice.

 18 J Singh, Nuclear India, New Delhi: Knowledge World, 1998, p 183.
 19 M J Malik, 'India goes nuclear: rationales, benefits, costs and implications', Contemporary South-
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 between 10 and 23 July 2002 at the West Bengal BJP State Working Committee, Calcutta.
 43 For details, see H Han, 'Sino-Indian relations and nuclear arms control', in: E Arnett (ed), Nuclear

 Weapons and Arns Control in South Asia After The Test Ban, siPRi Research Report No 14, NY:
 Oxford University Press, 1998, pp 35-51.

 I Eighty-six percent of those polled in 1998 supported the test and 44% stated that they were more
 likely to vote for the BJP in the forthcoming elections. Reported in 'Solid Support', India Today, 25
 May 1998.

 45 Security analysts of the Institute of Defense Studies and Analysis (IDSA), such as Udai Bhaskar and V
 Santhanam, were reluctant to address issues of communalism in the context of contemporary Indian
 politics, leaving the issue of linking it with Indian nuclearisation untouched. The climax, however,
 came from the ex-IDsA analyst, KK Subrahmanyam, who, sitting in his Times of India office, claimed
 that 'the BJP is not communal'. These responses are understandable given the fact that the IDSA, though
 claiming to be autonomous, is a government-funded institution. The abovementioned security analysts
 were interviewed in their respective offices between 30 July and 1 August 2002.
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 Kohli claims that, after years of quiet on the communal front after India's independence,
 communalism erupted as a major political force in the 1980s. The Congress Party, which had been the
 dominant party of India since 1885, lost its stronghold over politics in the 1970s and 1980s, as
 discrepancies between public promise and party performance began to emerge. As Kohli explains,
 utilising 'pro-Hindu and communal sentiments' became the most apt strategy for the then con-
 temporary Congress Party leaders to regain their party mobilisation. See A Kohli, Democracy and Its
 Discontents: India's Growing Crisis of Governability, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990.
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 hood.

 48 Formulated by the National Security Council (NSC), the Draft Nuclear Doctrine is pushing India
 towards an open-ended, potentially huge, triadic (land-, air- and sea-based) nuclear force of enormous
 lethality. The DND marks an extremist/maximalist standpoint of the country's realist lobby. However,
 it has not yet been adopted by the NSC or the Union Cabinet of India. For details see 'India's Nuclear
 Draft Doctrine: a critique', Movement in India For Nuclear Disarmament [online database], New
 Delhi: Movement in India For Nuclear Disarmament, 1999, accessed 3 February 2001 at http://www.
 angelfire.com/mi/MIND123/index.html.

 4 PK Kamath, 'Indian national security policy: minimal nuclear deterrence', Strategic Analysis,
 XXIII(8) 1999, pp 1257-1274.
 J Ghosh, 'Why women must reject the bomb', in: K Sanghari, N Malik, Chhachhi & T Sarkar (eds),
 Out Of Nuclear Darkness: The Case For Indian Disarmament, New Delhi: Movement in India For
 Nuclear Disarmament, 1998, pp 17-24.
 Ibid, p 18.

 52 V Lal, 'The cultural politics of nuclearism', Los Angeles Times, 19 May 1998.
 53 P Bidwai & A Vanaik, 'A very political bomb', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 54(4), 1998, p 50.
 54 Rath, 'Why are nuclear weapons objectionable: a scientist's perspective', in: Sanghari et al, Out Of

 Nuclear Darkness, pp 25-34. See also SH Ali, 'The environmental impact of nuclear explosion', in:
 Movement in India For Nuclear Disarmament, accessed 10 February 2001 at http://www.angelfire.
 com/mi/MIND123/index.html.

 55 K Sanghari, N Malik, Chhacchi & T Sarkar, 'Why women reject nuclearisation', in: Kothari & Z
 Mian (eds), Out of The Nuclear Shadow, London: Zed Books, 2001, p 156.

 56 A Ahmed, 'The Hindutva weapon', Frontline [electronic journal], 23 May-5 June, accessed 10 March
 2001 at http://www.hinduonline.com/.
 P Bidwai, 'Seeking a paradigmatic shift', Frontline, 14-24 April 1998, accessed 15 March 2001 at
 http://www.hinduonline.com/.

 58 Simon Dalby, 'Security, intelligence, national interest and the global environment', Intelligence and
 National Security, 10(4), 1995, pp 175-197.

 59 PM Haas, RO Keohane & MA Levy, Institutions of The Earth: Sources of Effective International
 Environmental Protection, Boston, MA: MIT Press, 1995, pp 16-17.

 6 MS Rajan, 'National security and national interest: a conceptual framework', Man and Development,
 20(3), 1998, pp 103-113.

 61 Realist scholars from India, like Jasjit Singh and others, have, however, argued that, although India
 continues to remain an enthusiastic supporter of the CTBT, it will not sign the treaty unless it is linked
 to complete nuclear disarmament and a universal and non-discriminatory Fissile Missile Cut-Off
 Convention.

 62 J Nye Jr, 'Re-defining the national interest', Foreign Affairs, 78(4), 1999, pp 22-35.
 61 Ibid, pp 22-35.

 6 Rajan, 'National security and national interest'.
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